LEVERAGING DUAL-LOCATING PLATFORM TO LOCATE MOBILE EQUIPMENT ACROSS 56-ACRE CAMPUS

"When we first considered expanding our RTLS to track mobile equipment," explains Tim Killmer, Billings Clinic information systems analyst, "we thought it would be hard to justify the cost of covering a large campus. However, we also knew staff were spending time searching for equipment – time that could have been spent on direct patient care or other value-added activities."\(^1\)

As Killmer explains, "We wanted to know where our equipment was going. Sometimes, a piece of equipment would move from one building to another, ending up in a basement."

Killmer isn’t alone in his sentiments. Healthcare institutions across the nation struggle with the needless time staff spend trying to locate equipment.

WI-FI ASSET TRACKING + MANAGEMENT CASE STUDY

In 2013, Billings Clinic implemented the Midmark RTLS* Wired Sensory Network in patient care areas for nurse call automation—an application that requires precise, room-level location accuracy. When the hospital looked to expand RTLS for asset tracking, they wanted to leverage the existing system, yet expanding the sensory network across the entire hospital and eight ancillary buildings was a daunting proposition. To reduce costs, Billings Clinic turned to Midmark RTLS Wi-Fi locating to track the general location of assets campus-wide.

INSTALLATION HIGHLIGHTS:
- Asset Tracking + Management
- Nurse Call Automation
- Wired Sensory Network + Wi-Fi Locating
- 304-bed hospital + trauma center
- 8 ancillary buildings
- 56-acre campus
- 1,400 assets
According to Killmer, “In our patient care areas, they need precise locating that the IR sensors provide. For other areas, knowing the general location of an item is fine. Having that combination gives us exactly what we need, and the cost was more in line with what we could allocate.”

PAR-LEVEL MANAGEMENT ENSURES ASSET AVAILABILITY
Billings Clinic is also using RTLS to manage periodic automatic replenishment (PAR) levels on care units. By tracking the number of devices on each unit, Midmark RTLS keeps staff informed before shortages occur.

“Our infusion center manager receives an automated alert when infusion pumps are low,” says Killmer, “enabling her to proactively request more pumps, before patients arrive.”

Most care units at Billings Clinic manage inventory in this way. Killmer adds, “If one unit needs equipment, they review the RTLS software to determine which unit has a surplus of equipment that they can borrow from.”

Prior to implementing the Asset Tracking + Management solution, nurses were hesitant to give up pumps because they felt they might run short when they needed them later. Now, the PAR system helps care units see when they have extra equipment they can share with other units. As a bonus, pumps have not had to be rented to keep up with misperceived demand.

Preventive Bed Maintenance Completed in 1/3 the Time
Before the asset management solution, the biomedical team would begin the preventive bed maintenance process on unoccupied beds, leaving the occupied beds for later. On rounds two and three of the PM initiative, they often found that the previously occupied beds had moved, yet they didn’t know where.

“With Midmark RTLS in place, we know exactly where the beds are and whether or not they are in need of maintenance service,” shares Killmer. “What used to take three months to complete now takes one month.”

Planning for the Future
“More people are starting to see how we can use different applications on the same sensory network. We’re looking at other ways to become more efficient,” Killmer says.

As Billings Clinic explores leveraging their RTLS infrastructure, they are building on a solid foundation of success. “We are helping achieve our health system’s vision of providing the best clinical quality, patient safety, service and value.”

*Midmark RTLS products and solutions are provided by Midmark RTLS Solutions, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Midmark Corporation and formerly known as Versus Technology, Inc.
